
RAY (CONT’D)
20-L-14, shots fired!! 10-72 on my 
20, be advised!!--

CLERK behind plexiglas with a shotgun, SCREAMING Farsi…

NICK
LAPD!! Throw down your weapon I 
wanna see your hands in the air!!!

Aisle up ahead now-- Banger RUNNING-- Ray gets a hand on him. 
Kid squirts loose. Almost crashes through a mountain of 12 
packs. Ray GRABS one. Cuts the kid off. Sledgehammer SHOT with 
a 12 pack of Bud. LAUNCHES the kid through a rack of twinkies. 
Beer spraying everywhere. Rolls him. Slaps on the cuffs…  

CRASH (O.S.) by the freezers now. Somebody YELLING. Nick runs 
over. Jack helping Stroke up. Dazed. Shelves knocked over. 

NICK (CONT’D)
You okay??

STROKE
…little fuck threw a God damn can 
of Spaghettios at me…

Nick WHIPS around-- door swinging shut. Other Banger in the 
wind. Nick takes off-- storage room-- back alley. Banger 
hauling ass. Pallets. Trash. Hits a fence. Flies over. Nick 
keeping pace…  

NICK
20-L-14 I am in foot pursuit!… East 
of Normandie!… Suspect is an 
African American Male!… Black 
pants, grey hoodie…

Through a shrub now. Rottweiler comes out of nowhere-- chain 
stops it short. Nick SCRAMBLING clear… 

EXT. & INT.  TENEMENT BUILDING - NIGHT15C 15C

Nick back up now. Running. Stairs, a tenement. Junkie flop. 
Banger out the other side. Nick hits a landing. JUMPS. Floats 
through space. Lands hard. Banger running. Losing steam. Nick 
up with the Sig--  

NICK
Stop!! I will shoot god damnit!!…

Kid slowing now. Wheels around, spent. Hands up--

Revision 61.

Please improvise, no more than 30 seconds, the 
following:  Terrified, angry, huddled down, as cops 
and gang bangers are flooding your store, you yell, 
in Farsi, at all of them.  You set the tone for the 
chaos that is happening around you.
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SEE BELOW FOR DIRECTION


